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Abstract: Metal-benzene complexes of the form M(benzene)n (M ) Ti, V, Fe, Co, Ni) are produced in the
gas-phase environment of a molecular beam by laser vaporization in a pulsed nozzle cluster source. These
complexes are photoionized with an ArF excimer laser, producing the corresponding cations. The respective
mono- and dibenzene complex ions are isolated in an ion-trap mass spectrometer and studied with infrared
resonance enhanced multiple-photon dissociation (IR-REMPD) spectroscopy using a tunable free electron
laser. Photodissociation of all complexes occurs by the elimination of intact neutral benzene molecules,
and this process is enhanced on resonances in the vibrational spectrum, making it possible to measure
vibrational spectroscopy for size-selected complexes. Vibrational bands in the 600-1700 cm-1 region are
characteristic of the benzene molecular moiety with systematic shifts caused by the metal bonding. The
spectra in this solvent-free environment exhibit periodic trends in band shifts and intensities relative to the
free benzene molecule that varies with the metal. Density functional theory calculations are employed to
investigate the structures, energetics, and vibrational frequencies of these complexes. The comparison
between experiment and theory provides fascinating new insight into the bonding in these prototypical
organometallic complexes.
Introduction
Transition-metal-containing ion-molecule complexes that are
produced, isolated, and studied in the gas phase provide models
for metal-ligand interactions and metal ion solvation.1-4 Of
these, metal-benzene ions have a special attraction because of
their relevance for catalysis and biological processes,5,6 in
addition to the fundamental importance that aromatic ð-bonding
has for organometallic chemistry.7,8 Metal ion-benzene com-
plexes are also interesting because they form sandwich structures
and can thus be compared to similar complexes synthesized and
isolated in conventional synthetic chemistry.7,8 Infrared spec-
troscopy has frequently been applied to study condensed-phase
metal-benzene sandwich complexes to investigate their bonding
via spectral shifts of the ligand-based vibrations.9-11 However,
until recently, such information has not been available for gas
phase ion complexes. We have recently reported the application
of infrared resonance-enhanced multiple-photon dissociation
(IR-REMPD) as a method to obtain vibrational spectroscopy
of metal ion-benzene complexes.12,13 In the present work, we
apply this method to several cation-benzene complexes of the
first-row transition metals to investigate the trends in their
properties.
After the discovery of ferrocene14 and the explanation of its
bonding stability through metal-ligand charge transfer, diben-
zene chromium was synthesized as the first example of a metal-
benzene sandwich complex, and its stability was understood
via the familiar 18-electron rule.15 Since that time, neutral
metal-benzene complexes have been studied for many years
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in the condensed phase, as have some complexes with net charge
that are produced and stabilized via counterions.7,8 In gas-phase
studies, many metal ion-benzene species have been studied
with mass spectrometry.16-21 Collision-induced dissociation,18
equilibrium mass spectrometry,19 and UV-vis photodissocia-
tion16,17 measurements have been employed to determine bond
energies in these systems. Theory has examined the structures
and energetics of these species.2,3,22-28 As shown by Kaya and
co-workers, various metal-benzene complexes form fascinating
multiple-decker sandwiches.20 Prominent Mx(C6H6)y stoichiom-
etries were observed by mass spectrometry at x:y values where
y ) x + 1, and this tendency was most pronounced for the
early transition metals, especially vanadium. Bowers and co-
workers probed the vanadium complexes with ion mobility
measurements, confirming the multiple-decker sandwich struc-
tures.21 Photoelectron spectroscopy has been applied to metal-
benzene anions,20b,29 and recently an IR absorption spectrum
was obtained for V(benzene)2 that was size-selected as a cation
and then deposited into a rare gas matrix and neutralized.30 Lisy
and co-workers have reported infrared spectroscopy in the C-H
stretching region on alkali cation-benzene complexes.31 In two
recent communications, we have shown how IR-REMPD can
be employed to measure vibrational spectroscopy for metal
mono- and dibenzene complexes.12,13 In work related to this,
Cr+(aniline) complexes have been studied.32 The tunable free
electron laser provides high fluence and broad tunability in the
infrared to make these experiments possible.
Although many transition-metal ion-benzene complexes have
been studied, significant issues remain about their electronic
structure and bonding. It is well-known that metal-ligand
bonding can include both electrostatic and covalent components.
Covalent interactions are complex in transition-metal systems
because of the frequent occurrence of low-lying metal excited
states that can mix with the ground state or compete with it for
the most stable bonding configuration. Theory is often not able
to distinguish between different electronic states and metal spin
configurations to determine the ground states of these com-
plexes. In the case of metal ion-benzene systems, it is not
always clear that Ł6 ð-bonding will be preferred. Strong metal
binding interactions may distort benzene from its symmetric
structure. In dibenzene sandwich species, staggered (D6h) or
eclipsed (D6d) ligand conformations are possible. However,
without detailed spectroscopy, it has not been possible to probe
these details of the structure and bonding in any systematic way.
Different electronic configurations and geometric structures can
lead to different vibrational spectra, and thus IR spectroscopy
may provide a probe of these structural details.
Experimental Methods
Transition metal-benzene complexes of the form M-(C6H6)n (M
) Ti, V, Fe, Co, and Ni) were produced by laser vaporization in a
pulsed nozzle (Jordan) source using an argon expansion seeded with
benzene vapor at ambient temperature. Neutral complexes in the
molecular beam passed through the center of a quadrupole ion trap
mass spectrometer (Jordan), and the corresponding cations were
produced by photoionization with an ArF excimer laser (Neweks, PSX-
100; 193 nm; 6.42 eV; 4 mJ/pulse). The ionization potentials of all of
the neutral metal-benzene complexes studied here have been measured
previously, and these were lower than the ArF photon energy, so that
a one-photon process could cause efficient ionization.20 The density of
ions produced in this experiment was far too low for IR absorption
spectroscopy, and therefore we used IR photodissociation to measure
the vibrational spectroscopy. The experimental methodology for IR
photodissociation has been described previously in the study of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon ions,33 Ti8C12+ clusters,34 and both
V+(C6H6)1,2 and Al+(C6H6) complexes.12,13 The cation complexes
produced by photoionization were trapped for several milliseconds and
isolated by mass with the RF potentials of the ion trap (1 MHZ; up to
1000 V p-p). In our implementation of the ion trap, it was not
possible to stabilize the trajectories of the trapped ions by the use of a
collisional gas. Unfortunately, this prohibited absolute mass selection
of specific ions. However, ions below a selected mass threshold could
be rejected from the trap by adjustment of the RF potential. In these
experiments, all molecules below the mass of interest were eliminated,
allowing their fragments to be monitored on a zero background. For
example, ions below M+(C6H6)2 were eliminated to monitor the
appearance of the M+(C6H6) fragment.
Infrared excitation was accomplished with the tunable Free Electron
Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX),35 which delivers intense 10-
50 mJ pulses of infrared light throughout the spectral region of the
main IR-active skeletal vibrations of benzene (600-1700 cm-1).36 After
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excitation with FELIX, the contents of the ion trap were extracted into
a time-of-flight spectrometer (Jordan) for mass analysis. Infrared
absorption led to IR-REMPD. This was evident from the appearance
of fragment ions following IR excitation. The infrared spectrum was
obtained by monitoring the intensity of these fragment ions versus the
frequency of the infrared laser.
Theoretical Methods
The molecular structures, harmonic vibrational frequencies, and
infrared absorption intensities were calculated for a variety of transition
metal-benzene monobenzene (“monomer”) and dibenzene (“dimer”)
cation complexes using density functional theory (DFT). These
calculations employed the Becke-3 Lee-Yang Parr (B3LYP) functional37
and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.38 The transition-metal ions from Ti+
to Cu+ were investigated. In each complex, the metal cations were
assumed to bind to the central region of the benzene aromatic rings
for both the monomer and dimer calculations. The dimers were assumed
to exist in a sandwich structure, with the metal ions separating the two
benzene rings. The metal ions were allowed to deviate from the C6
symmetry axis as necessary to obtain all real frequencies. Similarly,
reduced symmetries were considered as appropriate for the benzene
rings. In one or two instances, one imaginary frequency remained even
in C1 symmetry, which was likely an artifact of the numerical methods
employed in the calculations. A variety of electronic states were
considered with the results presented expected to correlate with the
ground electronic states. Spin-restricted wave functions were employed
for the singlet states, while unrestricted wave functions were employed
for all other electronic states. The density functional calculations were
performed on a Parallel Quantum Solutions39 Linux cluster employing
the Gaussian98 quantum chemistry software.40
Results and Discussion
Metal-benzene complexes with different transition metals
were produced efficiently in the laser vaporization process, as
we have described previously.12,17 Upon photoionization with
ArF radiation, a mass distribution of M+(benzene)n was obtained
for values up to n ) 6-8, depending on the amount of benzene
added. The benzene in this experiment was introduced into the
expansion gas at its ambient vapor pressure, and it flows through
the vaporization zone. There is therefore excess benzene vapor
in the cluster growth region, and we primarily produce clusters
of atomic metal cations surrounded by multiple benzene
molecules, rather than complexes of benzene with larger metal
clusters. We adjust the pressure to produce mainly the n ) 1,
2 complexes during infrared scans.
Figure 1 shows the mass spectra observed for vanadium-
benzene complexes and how the ions fragment upon irradiation
with the infrared light when it is tuned to a resonance. Because
of the characteristics of the ion trap, it is not possible to select
only the V+(C6H6) ion for study, since the RF potentials only
allow elimination of masses below a certain threshold. In the
upper trace, both V+(C6H6) and V+(C6H6)2 are present, but no
masses below V+(C6H6) are seen until the IR laser fires. After
this, the V+ ion appears as a fragment, but it is not yet clear
which parent ion produced it. The situation is clarified, however,
by the data in the lower trace, where ions below V+(C6H6)2 are
blocked before laser excitation. Only a small amount of V+-
(C6H6) appears here as a photofragment. In particular, it is
evident that no V+ fragment is produced from the V+(C6H6)2
parent. V+ and V+(C6H6) are therefore the fragments from V+-
(C6H6) and V+(C6H6)2, respectively, and these fragments can
be used to measure uniquely the dissociation spectra of their
parent ions, as we have shown previously.12 This same
methodology is employed for all of the M+(C6H6)1,2 complexes
studied here.
The dissociation energies of V+(C6H6) (55.8 kcal/mol;
19 500 cm-1) and V+(C6H6)2 (58.8 kcal/mol; 20 600 cm-1)
have been measured previously with collision-induced dissocia-
tion.18 It is therefore clear that photodissociation of these ions
requires the input of many infrared photons. However, multiple-
photon processes involving 100 or more photons have been
measured previously with FELIX.41-43 We make the distinction
between multiphoton processes, involving nonresonant absorp-
tion steps, and multiple-photon processes that involve resonant
absorption, intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR), and
continued resonant absorption within a single laser pulse. As
discussed in our previous articles,41-43 the latter mechanism,
which gives rise to rather efficient resonant enhancement on
vibrational fundamentals, is believed to be active in the present
study. This process is facilitated by the temporal profile of the
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Figure 1. Mass spectra and fragment ions produced by IR-REMPD of
trapped vanadium-benzene ions. In the upper trace, the RF potentials of
the trap are adjusted so that all ions up to V+(bz) are ejected before the IR
laser fires. The V+ mass peak appears as a result of IR-induced photodis-
sociation. In the lower trace, all ions up to V+(bz)2 are blocked before the
laser. The V+(bz) fragment appears following IR excitation. These
measurements show that V+ is the photofragment from V+(bz) and V+(bz)
is the photofragment from V+(bz)2.
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FELIX laser pulse, which has a series of picosecond micropulses
within the 5-7 ís macropulse. The photodissociation of the
other metal ion complexes is conducted in a way similar to the
vanadium experiments. On the basis of their known or calculated
dissociation energies, all of these complexes are expected to
require multiple-photon dissociation.
As we have described previously for V+(C6H6), V+(C6H6)2,
and Al+(benzene),12,13 IR multiple-photon dissociation is sig-
nificantly enhanced when the laser is tuned into vibrational
resonances of these complexes. Tuning the laser while recording
the corresponding fragment ion yield provides IR-REMPD
vibrational spectra for these complexes that are believed to
match well in band positions with the infrared absorption
spectrum. Because of the multiple-photon process, resonances
in the IR-REMPD spectrum may be shifted slightly to the red
from the corresponding bands in the absorption spectrum, which
unfortunately cannot be measured. The line widths in these
spectra (about 30 cm-1 here) are usually greater than the laser
line width (5-7 cm-1), again due to the dynamics of the
multiple-photon excitation.41,43 Moreover, band intensities are
affected by the dissociation yield, and these may not match
exactly with the corresponding absorption band intensities.
Despite these limitations, the IR-REMPD method does allow
vibrational spectra to be measured and systematic trends in the
resonances to be investigated.
Figure 2 shows the IR-REMPD spectra for the monobenzene
complexes of vanadium, cobalt, and nickel cations. Although
we were able to measure spectra for dibenzene complexes of
other metals (see below), these are the only monobenzene
complexes that were produced with high enough intensity for
these studies. As indicated, all three complexes have resonant
bands in their photodissociation spectra in the region of 600-
1700 cm-1. We also indicate in the figure three dashed vertical
lines at 673, 1038, and 1486 cm-1. These mark the positions of
the main IR-active vibrational bands of the gas-phase benzene
molecule.36 They are respectively the î11 (out-of-plane C-H
bend), î18 (in-plane C-H bend), and î19 (in-plane carbon ring
distortion) vibrational modes. It is apparent that strong reso-
nances in the IR-REMPD spectra occur for all three complexes
near the î11 and î19 bands in benzene, and a weaker band in
the vanadium complex occurs near the î18 band in benzene. The
band positions in the IR-REMPD spectra are given in Table 1.
Figures 3 and 4 show similar IR-REMPD vibrational spectra
for the dibenzene complexes of titanium, vanadium, iron, cobalt,
and nickel in the same infrared wavelength region. The positions
of the vibrations in the free benzene molecule are again shown
with vertical dashed lines. These spectra are qualitatively similar
to the monobenzene complexes, with strong resonances seen
near the î11 and î19 vibrations for all five metal complexes.
The titanium and vanadium complexes have additional structure
near the î18 band, but this region of the spectrum has little or
no intensity for the iron, cobalt, and nickel complexes. The band
positions for these spectra are also given in Table 1.
It is evident from Figures 2-4 that all of these complexes
have vibrational bands near those of the free benzene molecule.
The bands in the 730-770 cm-1 region all occur at higher
frequency than the î11 (a2u) out-of-plane C-H bending mode
in benzene, which lies at 673 cm-1. The bands in the 900-
1000 cm-1 region are not seen for all complexes, but they
Table 1. Positions of the IR Bands Observed for Transition-Metal Ion-Benzene Complexes and Their Comparison to the Spectra of Neutral
Complexes and to the Predictions of Theory
î11 out-of-plane H bend î1 C ring stretch (IR inactive in benzene) î18 in-plane C−H bend î19 in-plane C ring distortion
complex exptl theorya exptl theory exptl theorya exptl theorya
C6H6 673 687(122) 992 979/981(0) 1038 1059/1059(6/6) 1486 1510/1510(7/7)
Ti+(bz) 756(100) 899(4) 1003/1004(8/8) 1450/1450(11/11)
Ti+(bz)2 739 751(88) 946 922/974(10/19) 992 1011/1034(15/6) 1421 1466/1478/1530(17/15/22)
Ti(bz)2 946b 979b
V+(bz) 769 744c 980 1000/1016c 1425 1447/1458c
791(103) 986/1001(5/11) 1005(2) 1423/1455/1528(7/2/7)
V+(bz)2 769 724c 962 1005 1010/1023c 1449 1456/1465c
761(75) 947/993(21/13) 998/1020(11/3) 1462/1535(16/58)
V(bz)2 739b 959b 985b 1416b
Cr(bz)2 794b 971b 999b 1426b
Fe+(bz) 767(101) 926/931(2/2) 1004/1021(5/3) 1458/1465(16/20)
Fe+(bz)2 768 777(99) 996 955(7) 1005/1031(4/7) 1440 1453/1472(31/26)
Co+(bz) 740 786(105) 929/931(1/1) 1012/1012(5/5) 1430 1456/1457(15/15)
Co+(bz)2 748 737(160) 927(2) 1023/1023(5/5) 1472 1469/1469(28/27)
Ni+(bz) 744 764(105) 1005/1021(4/3) 1444 1454/1464(19/18)
Ni+(bz)2 732 733(205) 1006(1) 1021/1032(5/5) 1469 1469/1477(36/36)
a This work, except as noted. b Literature values from the condensed phase, refs 9-11. c Reference 12.
Figure 2. IR-REMPD vibrational spectra of V+(bz), Co+(bz), and Ni+-
(bz) measured in the M+ fragment ion channel. Experiments such as those
in Figure 1 were conducted to show that the M+ fragment ion in each system
comes from the corresponding M+(bz) parent. The small peaks indicated
with * in the Co+(bz) spectrum are noise peaks that are not reproducible.
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generally appear at frequencies lower than those of the î18 (e1u)
in-plane C-H bending mode, which occurs at 1038 cm-1.
Strong bands are also seen in the 1420-1470 cm-1 region, and
these generally lie at lower frequency than the î19 (e1u) carbon
ring deformation mode that occurs at 1486 cm-1 in benzene.
Vibrational patterns similar to these have been seen and
discussed previously for a variety of condensed-phase metal
dibenzene complexes produced by conventional synthetic
chemistry.9-11 These systems are usually studied in solution or
in thin solid films, and therefore vibration band positions are
not generally known for the isolated molecules. However, the
vibrational assignments and their trends provide a convenient
guide for our work. For comparison to our cation work, we
include the band position of the previously studied neutral V(bz)2
and Ti(bz)2 complexes9-11 in the table. Even though we were
unable to obtain spectra for Cr+(bz)1,2 complexes, we also
include the known vibrations for neutral Cr(bz)2.9-11
In the IR spectra of condensed-phase metal-benzene com-
plexes, the î11 and î19 bands are the most prominent peaks.
The î11 band is usually shifted to the blue compared to the free
benzene molecule, while the î18 and î19 bands are also shifted
to the red. These trends have been discussed previously.9,10
When a transition metal binds to benzene, there is ó-donation
of electron density from the molecular ð-cloud to empty orbitals
on the metal, and also ð-back-bonding from the populated metal
orbitals into the antibonding molecular orbitals. These effects,
which are analogous to those seen for metal carbonyls and
metal-olefin complexes, constitute the well-known Dewar-
Chatt-Duncanson model of ð-bonding.44-46 The net result of
these charge-transfer processes is that the molecular bonding
in the benzene is weakened, which drives many of its vibrational
frequencies to lower values. This explains the red shifts seen
for the î18 and î19 vibrational bands. The exception to this trend
occurs for the î11 bands, which shift to higher frequencies. While
the red shift is a chemical bonding/charge-transfer effect, the
blue shift of the î11 mode is more of a mechanical effect. The
presence of the metal atom over the benzene ring provides an
impediment to the out-of-plane hydrogen bend. The extra
repulsion at the outer turning point of this vibration produces a
steeper potential in this region, which drives the frequency
higher. These trends have been seen previously in the condensed-
phase neutral dibenzene complexes that could be made and
studied.9-11 We see the same effect here in cations of monoben-
zene complexes, which could not be studied before as neutrals,
and for dibenzene cations of a wider variety of transition metals.
Another aspect of the previous IR spectroscopy on condensed-
phase complexes is that vibrational modes that are forbidden
for benzene itself may become IR-active in the reduced
symmetry of the metal complexes. For example, the î1 (a1g)
vibration (symmetric ring stretch, 992 cm-1) is only Raman-
active in isolated benzene, but this mode is IR-active in many
dibenzene complexes.9-11 The assignment of vibrational struc-
ture near 1000 cm-1 may involve this vibrational mode in
addition to the expected î18 mode.
To investigate these IR spectra in more detail and to elucidate
the trends in vibrational band shifts, we performed DFT
calculations on these complexes. The binding of benzene to
cationic transition metals has been the subject of a variety of
theoretical studies in the past.21-28 The pioneering work of
Bauschlicher and co-workers examined the monomer binding
with the modified coupled pair functional formalism.22 The study
of ref 24b provided the first wide-ranging density functional
study of the monomer binding. The B3LYP results were in good
agreement with the MCPF results, thereby validating the use
of this method for the present study of the dimer complexes. A
related comparison of CCSD(T) and B3LYP estimates for the
binding of the cationic transition metals to acetylene and
ethylene further validates the B3LYP density functional for the
study of cationic transition-metal ligand binding.24a
(44) Chatt, J.; Rowe, G. A.; Williams, A. A. Proc. Chem. Soc. 1957, 208-208.
(45) Chatt, J.; Duncanson, L. A.; Guy, R. G. J. Chem. Soc. 1961, 827-834.
(46) Chatt, J.; Duncanson, L. A.; Guy, R. G.; Thompson, D. T. J. Chem. Soc.
1963, 5170-5183.
Figure 3. IR-REMPD vibrational spectra of Ti+(bz)2 and V+(bz)2 measured
in the M+(bz) fragment ion channel. Experiments such as those in Figure
1 were conducted to show that the M+(bz) fragment ion in each system
comes from the corresponding M+(bz)2 parent.
Figure 4. IR-REMPD vibrational spectra of Fe+(bz)2, Co+(bz)2, and Ni+-
(bz)2 measured in the M+(bz) fragment ion channel. Experiments such as
those in Figure 1 were conducted to show that the M+(bz) fragment ion in
each system comes from the corresponding M+(bz)2 parent. The small peaks
indicated with * in the Ni+(bz) spectrum are noise peaks that are not
reproducible.
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Rao and co-workers have provided a fairly complete analysis
of the dimer binding employing the BPW91 density functional.26
The present study, which employs the B3LYP rather than
BPW91 functional, provides a more detailed description of the
electronic states involved, allows for symmetry breaking from
D6h symmetry to obtain true minima, and obtains vibrational
properties for each of the states considered. The present study
is directly analogous to that of ref 24b for the monomers, but
employs a slightly larger basis set to obtain more well-converged
estimates of the infrared spectral properties for comparison
with the present experimental results. More limited DFT studies
of the V+, Cr+, and Fe+ benzene dimers have been provided
by Bowers and co-workers,21 by Li and Baer,27 and by
Kaczorowska and Harvey,28 respectively.
The present B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) calculations find stable
minima for all the monomer and dimer metal-benzene cation
complexes. The structures found and the low energy electronic
states are indicated in Table 2. For the monomer complexes,
the structures found are either the simple C6V or the C2V in which
the benzene ring has two carbon atoms distorted toward the
metal. Ti+, Cr+, Mn+, and Cu+ complexes adopt the C6V
structure, while V+, Mn+, Fe+, Co+, and Ni+ adopt the C2V.
Only Mn+ exhibits both structures in different spin states. There
is a noticeable trend for the more strongly bound complexes
(see below) to form the C2V structure. The dimer complexes
may also have undistorted D6h and D6d structures, depending
on whether the benzene rings are eclipsed or staggered with
respect to each other. For several complexes, there is a negligible
energy difference between the staggered and eclipsed forms.
However, as in the monomers, many of the more strongly bound
dimer complexes have structures in which the benzene rings
are distorted. For example, a D2h structure occurs for several
complexes that have two carbons in each benzene ring displaced
toward the metal, analogous to the monomer C2V structure. A
C1 complex has the metal localized over an Ł3 site on each
benzene ring. Selected structures for some of these monomer
and dimer complexes are shown in Figure 5.
The binding energies and metal-ligand bond lengths for the
monomer and dimer cationic metal benzene complexes are
presented in Table 2 and shown graphically in Figures 6 and 7,
respectively. These values are compared to previous experi-
mental results in Table 2. These results are based on the coupling
of purely theoretical estimates for the spin-conserving dissocia-
Table 2. B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)-Predicted Metal Ligand Binding Energies (kcal/mol) and Bond Lengths (Å) for Cation Metal Benzene (bz)
Monomer and Dimer Complexes
species statea sym D0 (theory)b D0 (exptl) RMX1c RMX2d ıXMXe
Ti(bz)+ 4A1 (3de223da1) C6V 54.5 1.886
Ti(bz)2+ 4A1 (3de223da1) D6 47.4 1.984
Ti(bz)2+ 2Ag (3de23) D2h 48.3 51.0-60.4f 1.938
Ti(bz)2+ 2B3g (3de223da1) D2h 53.5 1.872
V(bz)+ 5B1 (3de223da13de1) C2V 47.5 1.959
V(bz)+ 3A2 (3de233da1) C2V 48.4 49.6-58.8f 1.685
V(bz)2+ 5(3de223da13de1) C1 32.2 2.039 2.181 168.5
V(bz)2+ 3B3g (3de233da1) D2h 55.7 1.801
Cr(bz)+ 6A1 (3de223da13de12) C6V 36.4 2.114
47.0-55.3f
Cr(bz)2+ 2A1g (3de243da1) D6h 36.8 57.9g 1.662
Mn(bz)+ 7A1 (3de223da13de124s1) C6V 31.5 2.379
Mn(bz)+ 5A1 (3de233da13de12) C2V 27.8 1.816
Mn(bz)2+ 1A1 (3de243da12) D6h 29.9 40.6-48.4f 1.631
Fe(bz)+ 6A2(3de233da13de124s1) C2V 38.9 2.218
Fe(bz)+ 4A1(3de233da123de12) C2V 49.0 1.810
Fe(bz)2+ 4A1g(3de243da13de12) D6h 32.5 1.865
Fe(bz)2+ 4A(3de233da123de12) C2 36.2 2.040
Fe(bz)2+ 2B1g(3de243da123de1) D2h 40.6 37.8-44.7f 1.714
Co(bz)+ 3A2(3de243da123de12) C2V 58.6 1.672
Co(bz)2+ 3A1(3de243da123de12) D6 35.9 34.6-39.9f 1.857
Ni(bz)+ 2B2(3de243da123de13) C2V 57.4 1.738
Ni(bz)2+ 2(3de243da123de13) C1 33.7 30.7-35.1f 1.971
Cu(bz)+ 2A1(3de243da123de14) C6V 49.1 1.859
Cu(bz)2+ 2A1(3de243da123de14) C1 35.2 32.1-37.1f 2.434 2.407 146.7
a The orbital prescription in parentheses corresponds to the occupation of the metal 3d and 4s orbitals using a notation corresponding to that of the metal
orbitals in C6V symmetry. b B3LYP/6-311++G** predicted dissociation energy for the process M+(bz)n f M+(bz)n-1 in kilocalories per mole including
zero-point correction. c Distance from metal cation to center of C6 ring. For asymmetric dimers, this corresponds to the value for one of the rings. d Distance
from metal cation to center of second C6 ring for asymmetric dimers. e Angle in degrees from the center of one C6 ring to the metal to the center of the other
C6 ring. For the symmetric dimers, this value is 180. f Dissociation energy obtained from modeling of collision-induced dissociation measurements of ref
18b. The first number corresponds to that obtained from a tight RRKM modeling, while the second number corresponds to that obtained from a loose RRKM
modeling. g Dissociation energy obtained from modeling of photoelectron-photoion coincidence experiments of ref 27.
Figure 5. Schematic structures calculated for various metal dibenzene
sandwich complexes. Hydrogens are removed, and ring distortions are
exaggerated in these structures compared to the actual predictions of theory.
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tion process with experimental values for the spin excitation
process in the metal cation. For the 5Mn+ configuration we could
not obtain a 5d6 state in the metal ion, and for 1Mn+ an
experimental value was not available. Thus, purely theoretical
estimates were employed for these states.
The ground electronic state generally corresponds to a
configuration in which the degenerate (in C6V, D6h, and D6d
symmetry) 3de2 orbitals are occupied first, followed by the 3da1
orbital, and finally the 3de1 orbitals, which are also degenerate
in C6V, D6h, and D6d symmetries. Only the quartet Fe+-benzene
monomer and dimer complexes break this rule by doubly
occupying the 3da1 orbital before adding the fourth electron to
the 3de2 orbitals.
The results for the monomer complexes are very similar to
those presented in an earlier study,24b but with slightly decreased
binding energies, apparently due to the increased size of the
basis set employed for the C and H atoms. This decrease in the
predicted bond strength is fairly consistent, ranging from 2.2
to 3.0 kcal/mol, with an average decrease of 2.5 kcal/mol. A
detailed comparison with experimental results was provided in
the earlier work and thus is not included here. The present results
also suggest that the 3A2 state in the V+(bz) complex has a
slightly greater binding energy than the 5B1 or 5B2 states. This
is in contrast to the result presented in our previous communica-
tion on V+(benzene)1,2 IR-REMPD spectroscopy.12
The dimer complexes tend to have a low-spin ground state,
while the monomer complexes tend to be high-spin. In
particular, Ti+(bz)2 is calculated to be a doublet, whereas Ti+-
(bz) is a quartet; V+(bz)2 has a triplet binding energy that is 23
kcal/mol greater than the quintet, whereas the monomer triplet
and quintet are within 1 kcal/mol of each other; Cr+(bz)2 is a
doublet, whereas Cr+(bz) is a sextet; Mn+(bz)2 is a singlet,
whereas Mn+(bz) is a septet; and Fe+(bz)2 is a doublet, whereas
Fe+(bz) is a quartet. The spin state for a given complex is the
result of a balance between the promotion energy required to
pair up the spins in the metal and the improved metal-ligand
binding for paired spins. The enhanced binding for the two
ligands of the dimer complexes more than compensates for the
promotion energy, while the single ligand binding generally does
not.
The bond strengths for the second ligand in the Ti+, Cr+,
and Mn+ dimer complexes are essentially identical to those for
the corresponding monomer complexes, indicating a near
equivalence of the promotion energy and the improved binding.
For the V+ complex, even the monomer complex appears to
have a reduced spin configuration, and the dimer bond strength
is significantly greater than the monomer value. For the later
transition metals (Fe+ through Cu+), the filling of the d-shell
adds significant repulsion, and the dimer complexes are much
more weakly bound than the monomer species. For these later
transition metals, the predicted first dissociation energy of the
dimer complexes is in good agreement with those extracted from
modeling of collision-induced dissociation experiments.18 In
contrast, the first dissociation energies for Cr+ and Mn+ appear
to be significantly underestimated, while those for Ti+ and V+
are slightly below the lower of the experimental estimates. It is
perhaps worth noting that the estimated kinetic shifts applied
to the extraction of the binding energies from the CID
experiments tend to be much greater for these early transition
metals. For Ti+, which has the largest kinetic shift, it is 33 kcal/
mol for the tight RRKM modeling. For the dimer complexes,
the increased ligand-ligand repulsion implies that the tight
RRKM-based modeling is more likely valid than in the
monomer cases. Thus, some of the discrepancies may just be
due to the uncertainty in the RRKM modeling process.
Alternatively, the discrepancies may be related to the apparently
nonadiabatic nature of the dissociations for these earlier transi-
tion metals or to simple inaccuracies in the quantum chemical
simulations. For Mn+, the error may also be related to the
absence of an experimental spin correction for the singlet
dissociation predictions.
The present predictions for the bond strengths differ greatly
from those obtained by Rao and co-workers26 on the basis of
the BPW91 density functional. For example, for the dimer
complexes only the predictions for Ni+ agree to within 10 kcal/
mol. The spin state for the dimer complexes is predicted to be
the same in both studies. However, Rao and co-workers predict
a quintet ground state for the Mn monomer system.
The present B3LYP-predicted metal ligand bond lengths
generally decrease with decreasing spin. However, the decrease
Figure 6. Plot of the calculated dissociation energy, M+(bz)n f M+(bz)n-1,
versus number of valence electrons for the monomer and dimer metal
benzene cations.
Figure 7. Plot of the calculated metal ligand bond length versus number
of valence electrons for the monomer and dimer metal benzene cations.
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with spin competes with an increased repulsion and thus bond
length for multiple ligands. Thus, for Ti+ and Fe+, where the
dimer complex spin is lower (quartet versus doublet), the
monomer and dimer complex bond lengths are similar. For V+
and Co+, the spins are identical and the dimer system has a
somewhat greater bond length. For Cr+ and Mn+, the two dimer
complexes have much smaller bond lengths because of the
pairing of multiple sets of electrons. For Ni+ and Cu+, the nearly
complete filling of the d-shell leads to increased repulsions, and
the dimer complexes have much greater bond lengths. Indeed,
for the Cu+ case, the repulsions lead to a significant distortion
away from the C6 axis.
The present B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) predictions for the
vibrational properties of these complexes are reported in Table
1. For brevity, only those modes with significant IR activity
(i.e., predicted to have an intensity of greater than 1.0 km/mol)
are provided. A complete listing of the vibrational and structural
properties can be found in the Supporting Information. The
entries in Table 1 have been scaled from those resulting directly
from the DFT calculations. The unscaled values are listed in
the Supporting Information. The scaling, which amounts to shifts
of 10-20 cm-1, is applied on a per-mode basis, using the
difference between the calculated and experimental values for
each vibration when free benzene is calculated at this same level
of theory. These IR intensities and vibrational frequencies are
used below as an aid in the interpretation of the IR spectra.
The theoretically predicted vibrations are first useful in
confirming our suspected vibrational assignments and in clarify-
ing other questionable assignments. The bands measured in our
spectrum near the positions of the benzene î11 and î19 bands
are indeed found by theory to be the corresponding vibrations
in all of the respective mono- and dibenzene complexes. As
discussed above, theory confirms the general trend that the î11
bands shift to higher frequencies in the metal complexes and
that the î19 bands shift to lower frequencies in the metal
complexes compared to the frequencies of free benzene.
However, the quantitative agreement between theory and
experiment for the positions of vibrational bands is less
satisfying. Although for some bands the agreement is close (10-
20 cm-1), for others the differences are as great as 50-60 cm-1.
The IR-REMPD bands can easily be red-shifted by 10 cm-1 or
so from the absorption bands; consideration of this would reduce
some of these discrepancies but would make others worse.
Throughout these metal complexes, the î11 vibrational band is
predicted to have by far the highest IR oscillator strength of all
the bands, consistent with the much higher measured intensity
for this band in the infrared spectrum of benzene. For example,
the calculated intensity of the î11 band compared to that of the
î19 band ranges from a factor of about 2 in the early transition
metals and becomes as much as about a factor of 5 in the later
transition metals. However, these predicted IR intensity differ-
ences are not so obvious in the measured spectra, where the
î11/î19 bands are often about the same size or within a factor
of 2. Only in the Co+(bz)1,2 complexes is there a measured
intensity ratio for these bands that approaches the calculated
values. As noted above, the intensities measured in IR-REMPD
spectra depend on both the IR absorption strength and the
dissociation yield in these clusters. Apparently, the relative
intensities of the î11 bands in IR-REMPD are sometimes
depressed compared to the calculated absorption intensities. A
lower dissociation yield here is not surprising because dissocia-
tion at the î11 band requires more photons than dissociation at
the î19 band.
Theory can also help in the assignment of bands in the 1000
cm-1 region, where the IR-active î18 band and the IR-forbidden
î1 band in free benzene occur. Doublet peaks are observed here
for the Ti+(bz)2 and V+(bz)2 complexes, and a weak feature is
also seen in the Fe+(bz)2 spectrum. In the previous work in the
condensed phase,9-11 both of these modes have been assigned
in the IR spectra of metal complexes. As seen in Table 1, the
lower frequency mode in the 1000 cm-1 region for the monomer
and dimer complexes of Ti+, V+, and Fe+ is indeed predicted
to be the î1 mode that is IR-forbidden for benzene. This mode
is calculated to have a comparable or even greater intensity than
the î18 band that is IR-active in benzene.
Theory not only aids in the assignment of bands, but it also
elucidates patterns in the vibrational band shifts. î19 has been
identified in the previous theoretical work of Chaquin and co-
workers as a key indicator for the degree of metal-benzene
charge-transfer interaction.25 In the present work, both the
experiment and theory find substantial red shifts in the î19 bands
for all of these complexes. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the
red shift of this mode measured for the different metal ion
complexes versus the predictions of theory. As indicated, there
is a general trend seen in the experiments and predicted by
theory for the early transition-metal complexes to have a greater
î19 red shift than the later ones. In a general way, the shifts
predicted seem to parallel the trend in bond energies. For
example, relatively small shifts are predicted for Mn+ and Cr+,
consistent with their low calculated binding energies. Unfortu-
nately, we are not able to obtain the experimental shifts for these
metals. However, the correspondence with binding energy does
not always hold up. A nice comparison is possible for V, Co,
and Ni, where we have data for both the mono- and dibenzene
complexes. In the case of cobalt and nickel, the bond strengths
calculated for the dibenzene complexes are less than those for
the monomers, and the î19 red shifts are also less for the
dibenzene species. This trend is predicted by theory. However,
for vanadium, the monomer has a weaker bond and yet a greater
î19 red shift. Again, this trend is predicted correctly by DFT. If
it is correct to associate the î19 shift with metal-ligand charge
transfer, then charge transfer does not correlate directly to bond
Figure 8. Shift of the î19 vibrational mode relative to the energy of the
free benzene mode for the different mono- and dibenzene complexes studied
here. (9) Measured shift for dibenzene complexes. (2) Measured shift for
monobenzene complexes. The lines indicate the predictions of theory.
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strength. However, it is reasonable that the amount of charge
transfer would be greater for the early transition metals that
have the greater î19 red shifts. These metals have fewer
d-electrons available for ð-back-bonding, and thus ó-donation
of charge toward the metal should be the dominant bonding
interaction.
Another trend apparent in both the theory and the experi-
mental vibrational spectra is the relative intensity of the î1
vibrational bands. As noted above, this band is prominent in
the spectra of Ti+(bz)2 and V+(bz)2 complexes, but is hardly
detected in any other systems except Fe+(bz)2. Figure 9 shows
a comparison of the intensities measured for this band in the
dibenzene complexes to those predicted with DFT. Our IR-
REMPD spectra do not measure IR absorption strengths directly,
and therefore, to obtain this comparison we have arbitrarily set
the measured intensity of this band in the Ti+(bz)2 spectrum to
be equal to its calculated IR intensity. It is then evident that the
relative trend predicted and measured is for a greater î1 intensity
for the early transition metals. We have incomplete data for
the monobenzene complexes, but consistent with this trend, the
V+(bz) spectrum does have a measurable î1 band while the
corresponding Co+ and Ni+ complexes do not. This is interesting
because the monomer complexes of Co+ and Ni+ are more
strongly bound than the V+ species. The î1 band intensity is
apparently also not correlated directly with bond strength.
However, it appears to be correlated with the extent of charge
transfer. In every case, a higher intensity for the î1 band parallels
a strong î19 red shift. Both effects are greatest in the early
transition metals. It is important to note that these complexes
with IR intensity in the î1 band all have distorted benzene, i.e.,
C2V structures for the monomers and D2h structures for the
dimers. Indeed, it is this distortion that induces the IR activity
in this mode. The presence of a î1 vibration could therefore be
a diagnostic for distorted benzene.
As noted above, the metal spin state is a significant issue in
the electronic structure of these complexes. We therefore wish
to compare the vibrational spectra predicted for different spin
configurations to the measured spectra to see if the IR data
provide any insight. Ti+(bz)2 provides an interesting test for
this, because the 4A1 and 2B3g configurations are found to lie
energetically within about 6 kcal/mol of each other. Figure 10
shows the vibrational spectrum measured for Ti+(bz)2 together
with stick spectra predicted for the two spin configurations. It
is evident that the doublet species has strong vibrational bands
predicted near 1330 and 1510 cm-1, where no bands are detected
experimentally. On the other hand, the quartet has a much
simpler predicted spectrum, with bands nicely matching the
experiment. In this case, the IR spectrum favors the quartet spin
configuration, even though theory finds that the doublet is more
stable. A similar discrepancy was discussed in our earlier work
on V+(bz)2.12 Our newer calculations here agree with those done
before, indicating that the triplet state is more stable than the
quintet by about 25 kcal/mol. However, as we discussed in the
earlier communication,12 the vibrational spectrum that we
measured matches the quintet significantly better than it does
the triplet. Perhaps the simplest explanation to consider for both
of these discrepancies is that the energetics of different spin
states are not handled correctly by DFT. In fact, it is well-known
that DFT has difficulties with the energetics of open shell
species.47 The energy difference between quintet and triplet
states for V+(bz)2 is substantial, but the energy difference of 6
kcal/mol between the two spin states for Ti+(bz)2 is much
smaller, perhaps making such a mistake understandable for the
latter system. On the other hand, as we discussed previously,12
it is conceivable that the ion production method used here
(photoionization) preferentially produces the ions in metastable
excited states that do not relax within the time between the
ionization laser and the probe IR pulse. In the present config-
uration of the experiment, it is not possible to introduce
collisions that might relax excited states if they are formed. In
(47) Cramer, C. J. Essentials of Computational Chemistry, Wiley: West Sussex,
U.K., 2002.
Figure 9. Measured relative intensity of the î1 vibrational band (9)
compared to the predictions of theory (line) for the various dibenzene
complexes.
Figure 10. Comparison of the vibrational spectrum measured for Ti+-
(benzene)2 with that calculated for the quartet versus doublet spin for the
ground state.
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the future, it will be important to make the ions in different
ways to try to ensure that the lowest configuration is indeed
produced. We have already done this for the V+(bz)2 complex
using a different molecular beam machine, where the ions were
produced directly in a laser plasma and then cooled by
supersonic expansion.48 Studies of the C-H stretch vibrations
in this experiment were also more consistent with the assignment
of the ground state of this ion as a quintet, again calling into
question the capability of DFT for this spin state problem. Other
metal complexes studied here are also predicted to have closely
lying spin configurations. However, we were not able to obtain
spectra for all of these. Of the complexes for which we have
spectra, the V+(bz) monomer and the Fe+(bz)2 dimer are the
only other species that have two closely spaced states with
different multiplicities. However, the vibrational patterns cal-
culated for these complexes are very similar in both spin states,
precluding any critical comparison with the measured spectra.
Another more subtle effect in the spectroscopy of these
complexes is the possibility of detecting the conformation of
the two rings in a dibenzene complex. The issue of staggered
versus eclipsed rings has been pervasive in the historical
discussion of metal-dibenzene complexes.8-11 It is therefore
interesting to see if the comparison between theory and
experiment can provide any insight into this issue. Figure 11
shows the experimental spectrum of Ti+(bz)2 together with the
stick spectra predicted for both the eclipsed and staggered
conformations. As indicated in the figure, the only spectroscopic
difference predicted by DFT for these two conformations is the
splitting between the î1 and î18 bands. The staggered conforma-
tion, which is calculated to be more stable, is predicted to have
a splitting here of about 42 cm-1, consistent with our measured
value of about 46 cm-1. The eclipsed conformation is predicted
to have a splitting of about 20 cm-1. It is tempting, therefore,
to conclude that our data is more consistent with the staggered
conformation. However, we must bear in mind that the
IR-REMPD methodology can itself lead to vibrational band
shifts of this same order of magnitude that may be mode-
dependent. This, taken together with the widths of the features
in our spectrum, suggests that a firm conclusion on this issue
is really beyond the present capability of the experiment. An
added complication is the temperature of the ions. Because the
energy difference between eclipsed and staggered conformations
is small, there will likely be a superposition of these conforma-
tions present in the beam at any finite temperature. Indeed, it is
conceivable that there could be dynamic rotation about the C6
axis at higher temperatures. It is impossible to estimate the
temperature resulting from the photoionization process here, and
therefore, an in-depth examination of conformation is likely
premature under these conditions. However, such studies may
become relevant when ions can be produced in colder sources.
Conclusion
A variety of transition-metal mono- and dibenzene complexes
have been studied for the first time with infrared photodisso-
ciation spectroscopy in the gas phase. Corresponding studies
have investigated these complexes with density functional theory
calculations, providing a systematic investigation of geometry,
bond energies, and electronic structure for the series of first-
row transition metals. Vibrational spectra exhibit sharp bands
in the fingerprint region that can be compared to the spectra
measured for condensed-phase complexes produced by con-
ventional synthesis. Through the interaction with theory, these
vibrational bands can be assigned and related to corresponding
vibrational motions in the free benzene molecule. In the region
of this experiment (600-1700 cm-1), vibrational bands are
observed for the î11, î18, and î19 modes that are IR-active in
benzene, as well as for the î1 mode that is IR-forbidden in
benzene. The strong î11 and î19 bands are observed for
essentially all complexes, while the î18 and î1 bands are seen
mostly for the earlier transition metals. In the same way seen
previously for dibenzene sandwich complexes in the condensed
phase, the systems studied here exhibit red shifts for the î19
vibrational bands and blue shifts for the î11 vibrational bands.
The î19 mode, which was predicted previously as an indicator
for the degree of charge transfer in these complexes, exhibits a
systematic trend with larger red shifts for the earlier transition
metals. Likewise, we find a similar trend for the intensities of
the î1 bands, which are also stronger for the earlier transition
metals. Theory agrees with the qualitative trends revealed by
these spectra, but the agreement on vibrational band positions
is not highly quantitative.
The vibrational structure in these complexes was investigated
together with theoretical predictions to determine if this would
be a reliable indicator for different spin multiplicities and/or
conformations (staggered versus eclipsed) in these complexes.
Clear differences were found by theory for the vibrational
structure in electronic states with different multiplicities.
However, in selected systems where exact comparison was
possible (dibenzene complexes of vanadium and titanium), the
measured spectra do not agree with the patterns predicted for
the lowest-energy electronic states. It is conceivable that this(48) Jaeger, T. D.; Duncan, M. A. J. Phys. Chem. A 2004, 108, 6605.
Figure 11. Comparison of the vibrational spectrum measured for Ti+-
(benzene)2 with that predicted for the eclipsed versus staggered isomers
for the quartet ground state.
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discrepancy arises because the ions are produced in excited
states, and therefore, different ion formation methods need to
be investigated to clarify this. However, a more serious concern,
which also warrants further investigation, is that DFT fails to
identify the lowest-energy electronic state in some of these open-
shell complexes. The vibrational spectra for different conforma-
tions were found to be so similar that we could not distinguish
these with the present experimental resolution.
These data represent perhaps the most comprehensive study
yet performed on the spectroscopy and electronic structure of
mono- and dibenzene transition-metal ion complexes. It is clear
from this study that IR spectroscopy has the potential to answer
fundamental questions about the geometries and electronic
structures of these complexes. Some striking patterns have been
revealed here for the first time, involving the red shift of the
î19 bands and the intensities of the î1 bands. When these
experiments can be extended to other regions of the IR spectrum
(e.g., M-bz stretch; C-H stretch) and improved with regard
to ion formation mechanism and spectroscopic resolution, further
insights into the structure and bonding of these classic organo-
metallic complexes can be anticipated.
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